Yobs Technologies is a funded startup that uses machine learning to connect college students to retail and hospitality businesses in their area.

Yobs Technologies is looking for a motivated UCLA student to join its experienced team of entrepreneurs and engineers. This position is for Machine learning engineer to rapid prototype features based on proprietary IP related to sentiment analysis on video, social media personality analysis, building a classification bot to make simple predictions on job interview outcomes and more. Building on top of a live product with the vision to tackle youth unemployment @Yobs Team (CEO, software architect, senior software engineer, Data scientist and student-fullstack dev). Requirements for the position:

- Experience with neural networks, natural language processing and complex data problems
- At least 6 months experience or relevant personal projects with pure machine learning
- Experienced in Python and MySQL
- Bachelor's degree or Master's degree in Computer Science or equivalent experience
- Knowledge of NoSQL Database (MongoDB) is a plus
- Must be able to gather requirements, design, code and test independently as well as work jointly with the team
- Ability to develop, maintain and optimize secure and scalable multi-tier web applications in an agile environment
- Ability to rapid prototype data science features as part of a product roadmap

Compensation: 1 - 2% equity + Cash.
Timeline: Starting effective immediately. OPT for spring 2017 accepted. Availability over Summer 2017 preferred but not required.

Please email questions and applications with CVs at danilo@yobstech.com